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Social cognition is the encoding, storage, retrieval, and 
processing of information about members of the same species. 
From a human point of view, it is simply the ability to think and 
understand others. Social cognition is a specific approach to 
social psychology, which uses methods of cognitive science to 
study how people's thoughts and behaviours are affected by 
the presence of others. For this reason, we are focusing 
on information processing.

In schema theory, looking at or thinking about a concept usually 
unknowingly activates a mental representation or "schema" that 
reminds us of other relevant information. Schema activation 
builds decisions based on internal assumptions, in addition to 
the information that is actually available in the environment.

Similarly, a notable social cognitive theory is social schema 
theory. This theory suggests that there is a mental representation 
for  a  particular  social  situation.  For  example, students meet a  
new teacher, the "teacher schema" becomes active, and if you 
have experienced this with a previous teacher, you can 
automatically associate that person with wisdom and authority.

When a scheme is "more accessible", it means that it can be 
activated and used more quickly in certain situations. The two 
cognitive processes that improve the accessibility of schemas are 
saliency and priming. In social cognition, excellence is the 
degree to which a particular social object stands out from other 
social objects in a situation. The more important an object is, 
the more likely it is that the object's schema will be exposed. For 
example, if a woman belongs to a group of seven men, the 
female gender schema is more accessible and can affect the 
group's thinking and behaviour towards female group members. 
"Priming" refers to the immediate experience of a situation 
where the schema is more accessible. For example, watching a 
scary movie late at night gives you more access to scary plans and 
is more likely to recognize shadows and background noise as 
potential threats.

Social psychologists are increasingly interested in the impact of
culture on social cognition. People of all cultures use schemas to
understand the world, but we know that the content of our
schemas varies from person to person based on cultural
development. For example, one study interviewed Scottish
settlers in Swaziland and Bantu herders and compared schemas
for cattle. Because cattle are an integral part of the Bantu
people's lifestyle, Bantu herders' cattle plans were much broader
than Scottish settlers' plans. Bantu nomads were able to
distinguish their cows from dozens of others, but Scottish
settlers were not.

Studies show that culture also affects social cognition in other
ways. In fact, cultural influences have been found to shape some
of the basic ways people automatically recognize and think about
their environment. For example, people who grew up in East
Asian cultures like China and Japan tend to develop holistic
thinking styles, while people who grew up in Western cultures
like Australia and the United States develop analytical thinking
styles. Many studies have shown that they tend to develop. A
typical oriental holistic thinking style is one in which people
focus on the overall context and how objects relate to each other.
For example, if an oriental person is asked to evaluate a
classmate's mood, he or she can scan the faces of all of his
classmates and use that information to assess his or her mood.
The typical Western analytic thinking style, on the other hand, is
the idea that people focus on a single object and ignore the
surrounding context. For example, if a Westerner is asked to
judge the feelings of her classmates, she can focus only on her
classmates' faces.

People with autism, mental illness, antisocial personality
disorder, and other disabilities show differences in social
behaviour compared to their unaffected peers. Whether social
cognition is fully supported by neural mechanisms remains an
open question. However, cases such as Phineas Gage suggest that
there is some relationship between neural activity and social
behaviour.
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